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Based on transformation optics, we introduce a magnetic shell with which one can harvest magnetic
energy and distribute it as desired in space with unprecedented efficiency at an arbitrary scale. It allows a
very large concentration of magnetic energy in a free space region, which can be used for increasing the
sensitivity of magnetic sensors, and the transfer of magnetic energy from a source to a given distant point
separated by empty space, with possible applications in wireless transmission of energy.
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Transformation optics has pushed the possibilities of
controlling light towards unexplored limits [1,2], including
perfect lenses [3] and electromagnetic cloaks [4,5]. When
applied to static magnetic [6,7] or electric fields [8,9], trans-
formation optics ideas have allowed unique results such as
the experimental realization of an exact cloak [10]. An
important application of transformation optics is concen-
tration of electromagnetic energy, which is attempted using
plasmonics [11,12] or macroscopic concentrators [13]. The
former only concentrates at subwavelength scales (typi-
cally, nanometers for visible or infrared light [14]) and the
latter requires filling the concentration space with material
[13,15]. Herewe apply transformation optics ideas to shape
and concentrate magnetic fields in an unprecedented way,
by introducing a design that does not require material in its
interior, so it represents an ideal collector for energy har-
vesting or for increasing the sensitivity of a magnetic sen-
sor. The same device surrounding a magnetic source will
enhance the field in the exterior. The combination of these
two features will allow us to transfer magnetic energy from
a source to a desired distant point through free space. This is
an unusual effect because static magnetic fields naturally
decay with the distance from the source (in the typical case
of a magnetic dipole, as one over the third power of the
distance). We will show that other unique properties can be
achieved by combining several specimens of our magnetic
shell with or without magnetic sources in their interior; for
example, two magnetic sources each surrounded by our
shells get an enhanced magnetic coupling, which may
have applications in wireless transmission of energy.
Consider an infinitely long (along the z direction) cylin-
drical shell of interior and exterior radii R1 and R2, respec-
tively, dividing the space in three domains: interior
( < R1), exterior ( > R2), and shell (R1 < < R2)
regions. To fulfill our goals, we will demonstrate that it is
sufficient that (i) given a source of magnetic energy in the
exterior, the shell concentrates all the magnetic energy that
would be in the material transferring it to the hole, and
(ii) if the source is in the interior, the shell energy is
transferred to the exterior.
We start by considering the magnetic source in the
exterior domain; we want our shell to transfer all the shell
energy into its hole. The required shell material can be
determined by the transformation optics technique [1,2],
linearly compressing the region from  ¼ 0 to  ¼ R2  
in the interior domain and expanding the annulus from  ¼
R2   to  ¼ R2 in the shell region through a higher-
order polynomial transformation (see Supplemental
Material, Sec. I [16]) [17]. In the ! 0 limit no space is
left in the shell region which means that all the energy is
concentrated inside. As the exterior space is not trans-
formed, the exterior magnetic field (and energy) distribu-
tion is unaffected. This allows us to understand why
magnetic energy is totally transferred from the shell to
the hole: the exterior magnetic energy is unaltered,
whereas in the shell volume the energy is zero (from the
transformation it can be seen that within the shell B is
radial and H angular so its product B H, the magnetic
energy density, is zero), so it can only go to the hole.
The material in the shell has to be homogeneous and
anisotropic with radial and angular relative permeabilities
 ! 1 and ! 0. Interestingly, even though the interior
space is transformed, nomaterial is needed in the hole (unlike
the electromagnetic waves case [13]). For such a shell in a
uniform applied field, the field in the hole HHOL is uniform,
has the direction of the applied fieldH0, and its magnitude
is increased with respect to H0 by a factor of R2=R1,
HHOL ¼ H0 R2R1 : (1)
Similar results can be obtained for an actual 3D shape, like
a spherical shell. The magnetic behavior of the shell can be
seen in Fig. 1(a); a large field concentration is achieved
inside while keeping the external field not distorted.
One can arrive at Eq. (1) by another path. FromMaxwell
equations, we have analytically solved the general case of a
homogeneous and anisotropic shell in a uniform applied
field (see Supplemental Material, Sec. III [16]). We notice
especially two results. First, the condition  ¼ 1=
implies no distortion of the external field [7]. Second, for
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a given R2=R1 ratio, the field in the hole increases when
increasing  (for fixed ) and also when decreasing 
(for fixed ). The absolute maximum for magnetic field
concentration is achieved in the limit!1 and ! 0,
so it corresponds to a nondistortion case, and has the value
given in Eq. (1).
Concerning the practical realization of our device, our
concentrator requires  ! 1 and  ! 0; actual mate-
rials with such anisotropy do not exist. But an approxima-
tion consisting of an alternation of N radially displaced
ferromagnetic and superconductor wedges (or even rect-
angular prisms) constitutes a natural discretization of the
required material as the ferromagnets give the large radial
permeability and the alternated superconductors cancel the
angular components of the B field, leading to an effective
 ¼ 0, as demonstrated in Figs. 1(b)–1(d) (all numerical
calculations in this Letter use the magnetostatics module of
COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS software). For large N—easily
achieved in practice with thin sheets—the field in the
hole is very homogeneous and approaches the exact limit.
Such superconducting and ferromagnetic materials are
commercially available. In Ref. [10] we fabricated a mag-
netic cloak using these two materials, and their ideal
behavior was experimentally confirmed for fields as large
as 40 mT and liquid nitrogen temperatures (in the present
case the permeability of the magnetic layers should be
larger, so permalloy or similar alloys could be used).
Regarding an eventual application of our results to low
frequency magnetic fields, we have experimentally con-
firmed that the cloaking effect obtained in Ref. [10] is still
present when magnetic field oscillates at frequencies up to
around 100 Hz at least [18].
For small applied field values as required for sensitive
magnetic sensors, the behavior of the real materials will be
very close to the ideal case. For large applied fields, super-
conductors have been used to concentrate magnetic energy
with standard procedures for applied fields up to several
teslas in magnetic lenses [19] but the saturation of the
ferromagnets may decrease their permeability.
Our results could be applied to increasing the sensitivity
of magnetic sensors, like superconducting quantum inter-
ference devices, magnetoresistance, or Hall sensors.
Magnetic concentration is typically used to enhance their
sensitivity [20–25], by either ferromagnetic materials,
attracting magnetic flux, or diamagnetic ones, repelling
it—superconductors being the optimum diamagnetic ma-
terials. The usual concentration strategy is based on two
superconductors—or two ferromagnets—separated by a
gap at which flux concentration is produced. We show in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) a typical example of concentration of a
FIG. 1 (color online). Magnetic field lines and their density
(in color; in units of applied magnetic field) for (a) the ideal
cylindrical magnetic concentrator shell with homogenous aniso-
tropic permeabilities  ! 1 and  ! 0 and radii ratio
R2=R1 ¼ 4, and three discretized versions: (b) 36 wedges of
alternating homogenous and isotropic ideal superconducting
( ¼ 0:0001) and ideal soft ferromagnetic ( ¼ 10 000)
wedges; (c) same with 72 wedges; and (d) same with 72
rectangular prisms, for which a very good behavior is obtained
even though materials do not fill the whole shell volume.
FIG. 2 (color online). Common strategies for field concentra-
tion use the gap between two superconductors. In (a) and (b)
we show the magnetic energy density (normalized to that
of applied field) for two ideal superconducting blocks ( ¼
0:0001) with a thickness w separated by a gap b and decreasing
heights h ¼ (a) 4b, and (b) b=10, in a vertical applied magnetic
field. In (c), our optimum homogeneous anisotropic concentrat-
ing shell ( ! 1 and  ! 0) with R2=R1 ¼ 4 shows a large
uniform energy density in its hole (for the comparison, notice
that 2R1 ¼ b and w ¼ R2  R1). In (d), a homogeneous iso-
tropic shell made of ideal soft ferromagnetic material with the
same dimensions as (c) attracts more field lines from outside but
cannot bring them to the hole, so the inner energy density is zero.
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uniform applied magnetic field in the gap of two super-
conducting slabs (assumed ideal, with zero relative perme-
ability  [10]). The field gets enhanced at the edges of the
slabs, not only on the gap region but also on the exterior
ones. When reducing the slabs’ thicknesses, the contribu-
tion from the edges adds up and a rather intense magnetic
field develops in the gap [Fig. 2(b)], although the gap field
is not homogeneous but increases towards the strip edges
and decreases at the central region. For our shell with
permeabilities  ! 1 and  ! 0, an applied magnetic
field will be enhanced homogeneously in the shell hole by
a factor R2=R1 [Eq. (1)], so a magnetic sensor placed there
would detect a much larger flux—increasing its sensitivity
by a large known factor—at the price of an increase of the
overall footprint of the sensor [24,26]. By comparing with
the superconductors case, in our design not only is the
average field in the hole always larger [Fig. 2(c)], but
also the magnetic flux is always constant, whereas for the
gap strategy the flux tends to zero (Supplemental Material,
Fig. S7 [16]) [27] because field lines are mainly diverted
toward the exterior edges when the gap is narrowed. Our
concentration design is optimum because all the magnetic
energy enclosed in the material region is totally transferred
to the hole. Another case of interest is for sensing nonuni-
form fields from nearby magnetic sources, as in biosensors
[28], in measuring human brain response in magnetoence-
phalography [29,30] or for detecting single magnetic
microbeads [31]. Often in these situations the gradient is
measured rather than the field, in order to separate the
signal of the source from other distant noise sources.
Transformation optics allows us to analytically obtain the
magnetic field and its gradient at any point of the hole
(Supplemental Material, Sec. IB [16]). The gradient
becomes scaled by a higher power of the radii relation
[ðR2=R1Þ2 for the gradient of a dipolar source], which
makes our concentrator particularly useful for magnetic
gradiometers.
We now study the case when the magnetic source is
placed inside; we want all the magnetic energy in the shell
to be expelled towards the exterior domain. The required
material is designed by transforming the space so that the
shell space is totally pushed out. Interestingly, applying
analogous linear and higher-order polynomial transforma-
tions we find that the required shell is exactly the
same homogeneous anisotropic shell with  ! 1 and
 ! 0 that we designed for energy concentration above
(Supplemental Information, Sec. II [16]).
The shell property of transferring all the magnetic en-
ergy in the shell to the exterior when there is a source in the
hole is illustrated in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). The magnetic energy
of a magnetic dipole (e.g., a small magnet) in free space
[Fig. 3(a)] is expelled outward by enclosing the dipole with
our shell [Fig. 3(b)]. Interestingly, outside the shell the field
is exactly the same as it would be if there were a centered
dipole in empty space, with a magnetic moment enhanced
by a factor R2=R1. In particular, this enhanced magnetic
moment can ideally be made arbitrarily large by making R1
arbitrarily small. Intuitively, this can be understood if we
take into account that the shell expels the magnetic energy
that would be in the shell volume towards the exterior, and
a small R1 implies that the shell extends to points near the
dipole, where the energy density arbitrarily increases.
When adding a second shell at a given far distance, the
enhanced field of the first dipole is harvested by the second
shell and concentrated in its hole [Fig. 3(c)]: magnetic
energy has been transferred from the dipole to a desired
position through empty space. Analytical expressions for
the field in all these cases are obtained by the correspond-
ing space transformations (Supplemental Material,
Eqs. S32 and S15 [16]), and also for any other configura-
tion different from the vertical centered dipole (through
the general transformations in Eqs. S8 and S26 [16]).
This transfer of magnetic energy through free space is
achieved in spite of the general property—also fulfilled
in the region between the two concentrators in our case—
that any static magnetic field naturally decays with dis-
tance in free space [32].
FIG. 3 (color online). Left panels: the magnetic energy density
of a cylindrical dipole (e.g., a small magnet) (a) is spatially
redistributed towards larger radial distances by the use of our
shell with R2=R1 ¼ 8 (b); in (c) a second concentrator harvests
the enhanced magnetic energy in its volume and transfers it to its
hole, where a large value of magnetic energy is achieved. Right
panels: in (d) magnetic energy density of two identical cylindri-
cal dipoles separated a given gap; when separating and enclosing
them with two of our shells with R2=R1 ¼ 4 [(e)] the magnetic
energy density in the middle free space is similar to that in (d);
when the inner radii of the shells are reduced to R2=R1 ¼ 10
[(f)] the magnetic energy is concentrated in the free space
between the enclosed dipoles, enhancing the magnetic coupling.
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Many combinations of shells with or without inner
sources may be constructed based on these ideas. As an
example with possible interest for applications, we show in
Figs. 3(d)–3(f) how the magnetic coupling between two
dipoles separated by a given free-space gap can be sub-
stantially enhanced by separating and surrounding them
with two of our shells. This enhanced magnetic coupling
may have relevance to wireless power transmission [33],
where a key factor for achieving this goal is to increase the
mutual inductive coupling between the source and the
receiver resonators [34]. Although our ideas strictly apply
to static fields, extension to other frequency ranges such as
those used in power wireless transmission would be pos-
sible if materials with the required permeability values at
such nonzero frequencies are available, possibly using
metamaterials [35].
Another example of interest is shown in Fig. 4, where we
present a strategy to increase the magnetic energy created
by a collection of sources (four magnets in this example) in
a region of free space. By surrounding each of the magnets
with our magnetic shells, a large concentration of magnetic
energy is obtained in the central region [red color in
Fig. 4(c)], with a value much larger than not only that for
the original ‘‘naked’’ magnets [Fig. 4(a)] but also that for
the same magnets when they are brought to a closer
distance [Fig. 4(b)]. These ideas could be applied to medi-
cal techniques like transcranial magnetic stimulation [36],
for which large magnetic fields are required at a given
position in the brain. As explained in Ref. [37], transcranial
magnetic stimulation generally targets superficial cortical
regions, and deeper targets, such as the basal ganglia, are
beyond the range of current technology. Our ideas may
help extend the reach of magnetic fields toward deeper
depths in the body.
Finally, there are other applications that may result from
our ideas. Magnetic energy is one the main agents power-
ing our society: generating energy in power plants, saving
information in magnetic memories, moving our devices
with motors. All of these applications require a certain
spatial distribution of magnetic energy—for example,
concentrating it in a transformer core or in a magnetic
sensor. Although our results have been strictly derived in
the dc limit, early indications [18] show that our work may
be also relevant for the low-frequency magnetic fields
acting in these applications. Devising new ways of
distributing magnetic energy in space becomes essential
for developing new applications and improving existing
ones. Superconductors and ferromagnetic materials have
been traditionally used for shaping magnetic fields, sepa-
rately. In terms of magnetic energy, both exclude the
magnetic energy from their interior (ideal superconductors
because B ¼ 0 and ideal soft ferromagnets because H ¼
0, so that magnetic energy density B H is zero in both
cases). Our device, both in the ideal case of a homogeneous
anisotropic material and in its discretized versions (Fig. 1),
also expels the magnetic energy from its interior, because
in this case B is always perpendicular toH in the material.
The new property that we exploit in this Letter is that when
the topology is such that the device divides the space into
an exterior and an interior zone (e.g., a hollow cylinder or a
sphere), then the energy of the magnetic field is totally
transferred from one domain to the other (e.g., from an
external source to the hole of the cylinder or sphere),
contrary to the case of only superconductors and ferromag-
nets, where the energy is returned to the domain where the
magnetic sources are (Supplemental Material, Fig. S8
[16]). This is the key physical fact that has allowed the
main results of this Letter—unprecedented concentration
of magnetic energy and its teletransportation to a distant
point through free space—as well as future configurations
that may be developed based on these ideas.
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